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Addendum to "Arguments concerning an SU(3)-scalar term in the electromagnetic current
operator and the value for 1"(p~vry)"
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The SU(3)-scalar term in the electromagnetic current is used to predict the value of I (Il *+~K+y) from
the new value of I'(p~e y).

The only basis for the suggestion' of the purely
magnetic SU(3)-scalar term V'„ in the electromag-
netic current operator

QC1 +78+ p0 +ps
v'3

was the value 1 (p -ny) = 35+ 10 keV of one exper-
iment, ' which was widely believed to be wrong be-
cause the resulting value for I'(p - tty)/I'(te - tty)
contradicted the usual SU(3) prediction (quark mod-
el without anomalous magnetic moment for the
quarks). In the meanwhile this value has been re-
measured' with the result I"(p ny) = 45+ 10 keV. '
As the predictions for I'(p - tty)/I'(&e - tty) are —in-
dependent of the quark model —based upon very
general assumptions, ' the confirmation of this val-
ue will most probably mean that the Gell-Mann-
Nishijima formula for the electromagnetic current
is insufficient. Equation (1) is the simplest amend-
ment of the Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula that ex-
plains the experimental value of I'(p - tty); it is not
in contradiction to the experimental value I'(q'

py)/I (q' toy) = 9.9+ 0.2, ' but does not yet lead to

a good fit of the hyperon magnetic moments. ' The
prediction that (independent of any symmetry-
breaking assumption) follows from (1) and the value

S ' 45+ 10r (p -mr)/I' (te - tty) =-
4 870+ 60

is
r(K'* K+y)/I'(K *-K y) = ~S/(d+S) ~'.

Using the experimental value I'(K'*- K'y) = 75+ 35
keV one obtains

6.5+ 3.6 keV for signd = —signS,I' K'+*-K+y =

2.6+ 1.3 keV for signd=+signS.

In this prediction only deviations from ideal mixing
and/or the Qkubo-Zweig-Iizuka rule as well as the
mass differences between p and ~, K' and K', and K'*
and K'* have been ignored. An experimental value
for I'(K'*-K'y) substantially. larger than 10 keV
would therefore show that the SU(3)-scalar term
in (1) is also not sufficient. Preliminar'y results'
indicate that the experimental decay rate for
E'*-E'y is smaller than previously expected.
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